
ANNEX 2 – COURSE DESCRIPTION

Course Title Introduction to Vehicle Systems

Course Code AU211

Course Type Compulsory

Level BSc (Level 1)

Year / Semester 3rd

Teacher’s Name Julios Vasiliou

ECTS 5 Lectures / week 3 Laboratories/week 2

Course Purpose The course aim is to introduce students to the concept of Vehicle
systems, basic considerations and terminology. Students should be
able to recognize basic components, comprehend the fundamental
background theory of vehicle systems, and gain practical skills and
attitudes on servicing and repairs of the vehicles systems in the
workshop.

Learning
Outcomes

By the end of the course, students must be able to:

 Describe of vehicle co-ordinate geometry and modelling.
Analysis of various parameters that influence the suspension
geometry.

 Perform analysis in axle loading in various cases and be able
to determine the centre of gravity of a vehicle in three
dimensions

 Apply calculation in power and traction limited acceleration
models, comparing various driveline scenarios.

 Describe of various braking components and evaluation of
optimum braking forces distribution to each axle.

 Analyze the tire-road friction relationship

 List and describe the various types of power motors available
to vehicles

 Evaluate the costs of direct and indirect pollution sources of a
vehicle

 Remember methodology and procedures for identifying and
replacing faulty components in suspension, braking and
steering systems.

 Illustrate skills in using modern workshop equipment to
identify faults in mechanical and electrical operation of
systems

 Analyze and evaluate proper procedures for handling
hazardous components such as suspension springs and SRS
systems. Develop safe working practices

 Develop of skills in suspension, steering and braking system
maintenance, repair and rebuild.



Prerequisites AU110 Corequisites None

Course Content  Introduction to Vehicles Systems

- Driveline components

- fundamental modelling of vehicles

- axle loads

- power limited acceleration

- traction limited acceleration

- Braking system components

- braking forces and brake

- tire-road friction

- modelling of vehicles motion

 Introduction to Vehicle Power Units

- Otto and Diesel motors

- hydrogen motors

- electrical motors

- hydraulic motors

- hybrid motors

 Introduction to Energy Resources and Environment:

- energy resources and their limitations, the 3-liter car

- pollution and pollution reduction

- noise and noise reduction

Laboratory Work:

 Suspension system: Illustration of the types of suspension systems available
in modern vehicle and the types of universal joints. Student should be able to
check ball joints for play and bushings for wear. Using suitable equipment these
parts must be replaced. Assembly/disassembly of Macpherson strut using
spring compressor and checking strut mount bearing for wear. Inspection of
dampers for leak and correct operation is carried. Checking springs for wear/
corrosion and determination of spring constant

 Steering: Illustration of the types of steering systems available in modern
vehicles together with the types of steering rods (tie rod) and ball joints.
Students should be able to check all joints and bellows for wear and replace
any faulty parts. Checking rack and pinion steering system for wear and play
will be carried. The hydraulic system will be tested for proper operation and
measurement of pump pressure will be carried. Also all hydraulic hoses and
valves will be checked for leaks and cracks. Students will overhaul a rack and
pinion power steering system changing seals and gaskets. Assembly and
disassembly of steering column system. Introduction to SRS airbag systems
found on steering wheels will also take place.

 Brakes: Students must be able to replace disc brakes and brake pads.
Introduction to electrically operated hand brakes (method of replacing brake
pads). Replacement of brake shoes and drums and adjusting and cleaning
drum brake systems. Also adjusting of mechanical and electronic handbrake
systems. Inspection for ovality on discs and drums and methods of refacing.
Overhauling of master, slave cylinders and brake callipers. Inspection of flexible
hoses and brake lines for wear and/or corrosion. Measurement of brake
pressure on both circuits and proportionating valve effectiveness. Inspection of
brake booster and check valve for proper operation. Introduction to ABS and
ESP systems

 Shafts: Replacement of driveshaft bellows and driveshaft constant velocity
joint.



 Steering Geometry: Measurement and adjustment of Camber, Caster,
Steering Axis Inclination and toe angle on static vehicle

Teaching
Methodology

The taught part of course is delivered to the students by means of
lectures, conducted with the help of computer presentations. Lecture
notes and presentations are available through the e-learning platform
for students to use in combination with the textbooks. Furthermore
theoretical principles are explained by means of demonstration
examples and solution of specific problems.

Lectures are supplemented with laboratory work carried out with the
supervision of a lab assistant. Students, in small groups, apply
knowledge gained in class into development of practical skills in real
vehicle components, carrying out dis-assembling, measurement,
repair and re-assembling.
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Assessment The assessment consists of following methods for both the
theoretical and practical part of the course. Each assessment method
is assigned with a weight, which is used for the calculation of the final
grade.

Mid-term exams: 30%
Laboratory work: 20%
Final Exam (written): 50%

English


